
TranSend Fleet Management

Supporting your fleet operation

Improving the quality of services delivered while minimising 

risk is imperative for all fleet managers. The additional 

challenge of driving operational efficiencies, reducing costs 

and ensuring vehicle compliance, while managing drivers 

and reporting on performance, is a big task.

We can help you. Our cloud-optimised fleet management 

software supports fleet and delivery operations with internal 

or outsourced workshops and maintenance. Quite easily, 

you can access vital management information on running 

costs, vehicle and driver compliance, at the press of a 

button. Allowing fleet managers to make important 

decisions, quickly. 

www.civica.com/transend-fleet transport@civica.co.uk

Proactive fleet management

Our software supports you to capture data more 

efficiently; providing vital management 

information so you can better manage processes 

and reduce costs. 

It can help you minimise vehicle downtime for 

repairs, improve accident and risk management, 

and reduce fuel costs; helping you to meet your 

duty-of-care obligations

Assists

compliance
Reduces

risk

@civicatransport.linkedin.com/showcase/civica-transport/civicaUK

Key benefits:

Creates a single view of your fleet 

operations data; using one 

platform for management of 

drivers, vehicles, trailers, 

equipment, route optimising and 

ePoD

Minimises risk of non compliant 

vehicle, trailers or equipment

Reduces administration time with 

up-to-date information at your 

fingertips 

Saves fleet management costs 

with better visibility of your data, 

so you can make proactive 

decisions

Decreases risk of prosecution and 

liability.

Saves 

cost

Helping you improve operational efficiency, reduce costs and ensure vehicle compliance

Our digital fleet management platform supports:
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Vehicles, trailers and equipment

Provides a comprehensive method of recording your 

vehicle, trailer and equipment information. 

Service and test information can be recorded against a 

trailer, vehicle and equipment. Helping you to proactively 

manage ‘test expiry’ and ‘next service due’ information in 

line with your operators licence - ensuring maintenance 

costs are captured and controlled.

This information can interlink with TranSend’s extended 

alerts, so you can schedule automated messages to prompt 

an action. For example: it triggers an alert to notify users a 

service or MOT is due. This can support internal and 

external maintenance providers.

Accidents

Better management of all incidents and collisions as information 

is recorded in one system. Easy to analyse data supporting your 

organisation in reducing risk, cost of insurance, replacement 

vehicles and claims, while improving driver behaviour with 

targeted training courses on common issues. Plus, our alert 

templates can automatically notify insurance companies with the 

appropriate supporting documentation to cut administration 

costs.

Book a demo:

E: Transport@civica.co.uk 

Dashboard 

Assists you to meet your operational needs as you can 

build and tailor your own dashboards. Depending on user 

roles, latest information is displayed so proactive decisions 

can be made, while saving time and money.

Grey fleet

Often one of the hidden risks of any fleet operation. Grey fleet 

helps you manage your legal obligations to employees driving 

their own vehicles for business use. You can easily record MOT, 

insurance, service records and licence checks for grey fleet 

drivers, including image capture. These features will assist in 

reducing risk and ensure all company grey fleet drivers and 

vehicles are compliant.

Document management 

A secure electronic storage of images, videos and any other 

document type: 3rd party invoices, service records and insurance 

certificates. Documents can be electronically viewed and shared 

across the organisation, saving expensive office space and cost 

of filing and retrieval.

Automatic alerts: email and SMS

Reduces administration by automatically sending emails 

and SMS to drivers, suppliers and other users. Build your 

own alert templates so messages can be sent with 

minimum effort, i.e. date sensitive alert thresholds can be 

defined so that an automated alert is generated and sent in 

time for action.  
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